Exact solutions for shear stress in a polymeric liquid subjected to large-amplitude oscillatory shear flow (LAOS) contain many Bessel functions. For the simplest of these, for instance, the corotational Maxwell fluid, in the closed form for its exact solution, Bessel functions appear 42 times, each of which is inside a summation. Approximate analytical solutions for shear stress in LAOS often take the form of the first few terms of a power series in the shear rate amplitude, and without any Bessel functions at all. There is thus practical interest in extending the Goddard integral expansion (GIE), to an arbitrary number of terms. In continuum theory, these truncated series are arrived at laboriously using the GIE. However, each term in the GIE requires much more work than its predecessor. For the corotational Maxwell fluid, for instance, the GIE for the shear stress has yet to be taken beyond the sixth power of the shear rate amplitude. In this paper, we begin with the exact solution for shear stress responses in corotational Maxwell fluids, and then perform an expansion by symbolic computation to confirm up to the sixth power, and to then continue the GIE. In this paper for example, we continue the GIE to the 40th power of the shear rate amplitude. We use Ewoldt grids to show our main result to be highly accurate. We also show the radius of convergence of the GIE to be infinite.
Introduction
Since its conception in 1935 (Gemant, 1935a; Gemant, 1935b; Bird and Giacomin, 2012) , oscillatory shear flow has become by far the most popular laboratory method for exploring the physics of polymeric liquids (see Giacomin and Dealy (1998) , Hyun et al. (2011) , Chap. 11 of Cho (2016) , and Torre and Ewoldt (2018) ). We generate oscillatory shear flow by confining the fluid to a simple shear apparatus and we then subject one solid-liquid boundary to a coplanar sinusoidal displacement (see Fig. 1 . of ). The corresponding cosinusoidal shear rate is given by:
.
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Using the characteristic relaxation time of the viscoelastic fluid, λ, we can nondimensionalize Eq. (1): (2) where the dimensionless Deborah and Weissenberg numbers are given by:
(3) (4) each of which reflects both a property of the fluid, and another property of the flow. In this paper, we define dimensional symbols in Table 1 , and dimensionless ones in Table 2 (which follow Tables 2 and 3 of with adaptations for Ad Hoc Committee on Official Nomenclature and Symbols (2013)).
When higher harmonics are observed in the shear stress response (see Eq. (21) of Jbara et al. (2016) ): (5) we call the oscillatory experiment large-amplitude. Many important notations, alternative to Eq. (5), have been introduced for analyzing the higher harmonics in the shear stress (see Eq. (3) of Rogers (2017) ; §9 and §10 of ). For polymeric liquids, these higher harmonics are commonly observed when (Giacomin and Dealy, 1998; Saengow et al., 2015a; Giacomin and Dealy, 1993) :
Some prefer to complicate Eq. (6) to (see Eq. (11) and Fig. 14 of Saengow and Giacomin (2018a) 
but, for this paper, Eq. (6) shall serve as our working definition of LAOS.
Corotational Maxwell fluid
The corotational Maxwell fluid is the simplest viscoelastic fluid that is relevant to large-amplitude oscillatory shear flow. By relevant we mean that the fluid predicts, as it should, higher harmonics in the shear stress. The corotational Maxwell fluid just involves two parameters, each of clear physical significance: η 0 and λ.
The corotational framework has been studied extensively, both in theory (see , ), Saengow et al. (2015a , , and Giacomin et al. (2015) ) and in its applications (see Giacomin and Dealy (1993) , Saengow and Giacomin (2018a) , Saengow (2016a) , Saengow (2016b) , Saengow et al. (2015b) , , , Poungthong et al. (2018) , Giacomin et al. (2012a) , and Giacomin et al. (2013) ). We choose the corotational Maxwell fluid because this fluid is the simplest special case of this framework. For an extensive discussion of corotational fluids and their applications, see Chapters 7 and 8 of Bird et al. (1977) , Oldroyd (1958) , Wú and Wū (2002) , Larson (1988) , Han (2007) , and Böhme (1981) .
The corotational Maxwell fluid is:
in which:
, .
The exact solutions for shear stress in a polymeric liquid Bird et al. (2015) ). 
Wi λγ ≡ 1 6580De 4899622De 928095740De 54631129553De 1009672107080De 5056995703824De 4339163001600De
19448(1 242De )C − 1 8365De 8078707De 2036157695De 164932175408De 17 4392554369840De 33896996544384De 49811492505600De
1 10812De 13896582De 4853222764De 577924894833De 24871845297936De 369012649234384De 1583313975727488De 1223405590579200De
where: (11) and:
. (12) In this paper, all Bessel functions are of the first kind, mth order, of argument Wi/De. So, for brevity, we just write (14) and, for small-amplitude oscillatory shear flow (SAOS), the shear stress is defined by (Eq. (59) .
( 1 5 ) For shear stress in large-amplitude oscillatory shear flow (LAOS), approximate analytical solutions often take the form of the first few terms of a power series in the shear rate amplitude, and without any Bessel functions at all (see, Eq. (58) of ). There is thus practical interest in extending the Goddard integral expansion (GIE). In continuum theory, these truncated series are arrived laboriously using the GIE. However, each term in the GIE requires much more work than its predecessor. For the corotational Maxwell fluid, for instance, the GIE has yet to be taken beyond its sixth power of the shear rate amplitude. (17) which is the form of Eq. (58) of . Each coefficient A, B, C, D contributes to the coefficients of a Fourier series, which just involves odd harmonics.
The accuracy of these truncated power series can be improved in at least two ways. We can either extend the series, or we can replace the truncated series with its Padé approximant (see Giacomin et al. (2015) and Saengow et al. (2017c) ). This paper is devoted to extending the series.
Analysis
In this paper, we begin with the exact solution for shear stress responses in corotational Maxwell fluids (Eq. (10) [with Eqs. (11) and (12)]), and then perform a symbolic computation to confirm and to then continue the GIE. We include our code for this symbolic computation under Supplementary Material II (Maple (version 2016), Maplesoft, A Division of Waterloo Maple Inc., Ontario, Canada).
Generalized power series
We expand the exact solution, Eq. (10) Tables 1 and 2 of the Supplementary Material I). Eq. (18) [with Eq. (19) ] is the main result of this paper.
Consistency checks
Equation (18) was arrived at by Taylor series expansion of the exact solution that itself was arrived at using the Kovacic method (Saengow et al., 2015a; Kovacic, 1986) . Comparing Eq. (18) 1  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  2  2  2  1  1   2  1  2  2  2  0  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  1   0  2  2  2  2  2  2 
Power series for shear stress of polymeric liquid in large-amplitude oscillatory shear flow up to Wi 6 ), we find agreement, as we should. In other words, the coefficients in Tables 3 and 4 In this subsection we will further check our main result for consistency with two well-known results for corotational Maxwell fluids. In the low frequency limit (vanishingly small De), the main result, Eq. 1 1820De 654654De 68396900De 2273360089De 120De 22556777880De 51381813456De 10897286400De
175032De(3 80De )S − 1 3060De 1958502De 393481660De 28157550993De 720447491400De 153De 5943136639504De 11905898330880De 2324754432000De
which we will use to plot the leftmost column in Fig. 1 through Fig. 5 below.
In the limit of small strain rate amplitude, holding the frequency constant, Eq. (18) reduces to the single harmonic: (22) which matches Eq. (15), as it should.
Ewoldt grids
We next explore the accuracy of our expansion to the 8th, 16th, 24th, 32nd, and 40th powers. Figure 1 through Fig. 5 illustrate each of these truncations using an Ewoldt grid of shear stress versus shear rate loops (following Dealy et al. (1973) , Tee and Dealy (1975), and Tee (1974) ). Each of the dimensionless loops is constructed for a specific ordered pair of conditions (De, Wi). When miniaturized and mapped into rows and columns onto Pipkin space, that is, onto a map of Wi versus De (see Fig. 2 (23) where i = 1 and j = 1 is the lowest leftmost cell.
is the peak shear stress given by the exact solution, Eq. (10) [with Eqs. (11) and (12)], for each (De, Wi) . 
where the threshold slope, . Figure 6 illustrates this nearly linear function, : Fig. 5 we can also glean that increasing De always improves the accuracy of our main result.
We started with an exact solution for the shear stress (Eq. (10) [with Eqs. (11) and (12) (26) where Wi * is between 0 and Wi, and where our power series is truncated after m terms. However, we have yet to complete the differentiations beyond m = 1 (see Eqs. (81) and (105) of Saengow and Giacomin (2018b) ).
Radius of convergence
Our main result, Eq. (18), agrees exactly with the exact solution up to a certain range of Wi. We call such agreement convergence. For both the result from steady shear flow, Eq. (21), and from LAOS, Eq. (18), we assess this range of Wi in our power series solutions by employing
Wi Wi Ξ the ratio test (see subsection 3.34 of Rudin (1964) ): (27) where m is defined after Eq. (19).
We begin with steady shear flow, by applying Eq. (27) to Eq. (21). We find that passes the ratio test when:
in which, for steady shear flow, . Hence, the radius of convergence for the single-mode corotational Maxwell fluid in steady shear flow is . By radius of convergence, we mean the largest possible Wi that satisfies the ratio test, Eq. (27).
We next generalize Eq. (21) to multimode to see how this might affect the radius of convergence in steady shear flow. For this we use the Spriggs relations and (6.1-15) of Bird et al. (1977) ): (29) where is the longest relaxation time. Substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (21) gives: (30) in which is the Riemann zeta function of an argument α (see Eq. (6.2-11a) of Bird et al. (1977) 
From Fig. 7 , we learn that A 1 /A 0 is greater than A 2 /A 1 , which is consistent with infinite radius of convergence. Testing our main result in this paper, Eq. (18) 
It would appear that the radius of convergence of our main result is infinity.
Corotational Jeffreys fluid
Our main result, Eq. (18) [with Eq. (19) , Tables 3 and 4] can also be extended to the corotational Jeffreys fluid following the method of subsection C.1 of (see also section 8 of with Giacomin et al. (2012b) ). The generalized power series for shear stress responses in corotational Jeffreys fluids is: Power series for shear stress of polymeric liquid in large-amplitude oscillatory shear flow (37) which, when λ 2 = 0 and λ 1 = λ, reduces to Eq. (18) for the corotational Maxwell fluid, as it should. Eq. (37) allows us to explore the role of the steady shear viscosity at infinite shear rate, , on the behaviour in LAOS.
Conclusion
In this paper, we arrive at a power series in the shear rate amplitude for the shear stress responses of a corotational Maxwell fluid, Eq. (18) [with Eq. (19) , Tables 3 and 4 or  Tables 1 and 2 By applying the ratio test up to and including the fortieth power of the Weissenberg number, we find that the radius of convergence of our main result appears to be infinite. As a practical matter, this means that whenever the Lagrange remainder is too large, we can always fix this by further extending the series. More specifically, should the reader require a series outside the region of usefulness of our main result, we supply our code [Supplementary Material II] .
For the corotational Maxwell fluid, in the closed form for its exact solution, Bessel functions appear 42 times, each of which is inside a summation. We derived our power series by expanding this exact solution in a Taylor series. In this way, our main result avoids the evaluation of Bessel functions altogether.
We placed each of our coefficients for our power series expansion under common denominators. For these denominators, we find the universal pattern. By contrast, we find the numerators to be patternless. For these numerators, up to the 40th power of the shear rate amplitude, we resort to tables. 
